MORE Bibliographic Records & Standard Committee Meeting
IFLS Library System
Draft Minutes: 12/6/2018
Present: Kathy Setter, Jennifer Rickard, Deb Faulhaber, Bridget Krejci, Marguerite Blodgett,
Meagan Bennett, Madeline Page, Jessica Wear, Julie Woodruff, Jenny Karls, Barb Krueger.
Absent: Jon George.
Call to order: Meeting called to order at 10:04 a.m. by Julie, Chair. Quorum established in
compliance with open meeting laws.
Approval of agenda: motion by Marguerite, second by Barb. Approved.
Approval of minutes from September 26, 2018. Bridget noted name change of IFLS. Motion by
Jennifer, second by Marguerite. Approved with correction.
Election: Julie volunteered to be chair one more year. Motion by Jennifer, second by Barb.
Approved.
Current business:
RDA implementation. Nothing currently. Kathy updated macros for RDA fields on training
page.
Sierra issues.
• Headings reports are now under control and being maintained. Julie thanked
committee members for their help with this process.
• Rental DVD’s (Kathy and Deb) some DVD’s are clearly marked as “rental” editions
when they have special features. If these “rental” editions have the same content as
the “regular version” then they should be added to that bib record. Qualify the upc
with rental edition. Put in a 500-note saying that this rental has the same special
features as the regular edition. Will revisit next meeting to see if this is a new trend.
MARC tags. OLAC video games genre headings. These headings have |2OLACVGGT. Keep
these headings if they verify. Marcive will provide updates and authority records for
these headings. Julie and Jenny noted that they have not seen this on many bib records
yet. Just wanted everyone to be aware.
Subject/Genre headings. Want to bring these to every one’s attention. These include:
Subterranean fiction, Hunting fiction, Bible comics, Graphic novel adaptations, Martial
arts fiction, Campus fiction, Eco fiction, Sea fiction, Forensic fiction, Superhero fiction,
Werewolf fiction, Vampire fiction, Zombie fiction, LGBTQIA fiction as a local genre

heading. This can only be used if the bib has subject headings with valid headings themes
or main characters. Julie will flip 650 0 Prison fiction to a genre heading.
New scopes/Collection limits (Lori). Adult and YA materials will have a scope. Lori noted
that items can be in more than 1 scope. Jennifer had a few questions about the accuracy
of the scopes. Lori will check on this. Email Lori in the next month if you have any new
scope ideas to add.
Inventory/cleanup best practices
• New Richmond run two reports during inventory then looks at the lists in Global
Update to find any unusual data that should be cleaned up.

Next meeting date: March 19th, 2019 10:00 am at IFLS
Meeting adjourned 12:31 pm
Minutes respectfully submitted, Bridget Krejci - IFLS

